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Presentation Notes
Good morning, good afternoon, or good evening. Welcome, to the webinar. We’re delighted to have you join us today for International Transfer Pricing.  My name is Phil Jameson, and I will be moderator for today’s webinar. Before we begin I’d like to review a few quick housekeeping items, [ADVANCE SLIDE >>]
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WELCOME TO THE WEBINAR 

Before we begin, a few logistical items: 
 

Questions – Please send us your questions during the broadcast using the 
questions panel on the right-hand side of your screen. 

During the broadcast all attendees will be muted. 

We will respond to your questions at the end of the broadcast. 
 

Technical Difficulties – If you encounter difficulties we suggest leaving the 
webinar and then rejoining.  
 

Recording – This broadcast is being recorded and the recording will be made 
available to you within 24 hours. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First questions. Please send us your questions at any time during the broadcast, using the Questions panel on the right-hand side of your screen. During the broadcast all attendees will be muted but we will continuously monitor the questions panel and answer your questions at the end of the broadcast. Second, technical difficulties. If you experience technical difficulties during the broadcast we suggest that you logout and then return to the webinar, as this typically resolves most connection issues. If you encounter persistent technical difficulties you can contact GoToWebinar technical support. And finally the recording. This broadcast is being recorded and the recording will be made available to you within 24 hours via email. Well that concludes the housekeeping items, lets get started. [ADVANCE SLIDE >>]
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OVERVIEW 

Radius – Global Growth Experts 
Radius helps companies expand and win globally.  

Radius delivers support and expertise through managed 
services, advisory services and OverseasConnect, our 
integrated cloud-based software platform. 

Services include:  

• International accounting 

• Finance 

• Banking 

• Tax 

 

• HR 

• Legal 

• Compliance services 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before I introduce our panelist I would like to quickly give you some insight on how Radius is positioned to speak as experts on today’s subject. Radius helps businesses move into new markets, manage overseas operations and outsource entire global accounting and administrative functions. Our services include integrated international accounting, finance, banking, tax, HR, legal and compliance services. Radius offers a unique cloud-based software platform that allows head office teams to manage and control international operations from their desktops.We serve more than 600 active customers who manage 6000 plus employees in over 110 countries. Radius has a solution that will help your business expand and win globally.[ADVANCE SLIDE >>]
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PANELIST 

GIANLUCA QUEIROLI 
Director, Advisory Services, Radius 

Gianluca Queiroli is a Director on the Advisory Services 
team at Radius specializing in transfer pricing, 
compliance, tax withholding, accounting, and entity 
structuring. 

#globalgrowth  @RadiusWW 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now it’s my pleasure to introduce our Panelist for today’s broadcast Gianluca Queiroli.  Gianluca is a Director on the Advisory Services team at Radius specializing in transfer pricing, compliance, tax withholding, accounting, and entity structuring. With over 15 years of experience in both the public and private sectors, Gianluca brings a wealth of knowledge and practical expertise to Radius. Prior to joining Radius, Gianluca performed a number of in-house tax functions in the high tech, bio-tech, manufacturing, and professional services industries, and at Ernst & Young. Gianluca has a Master of Science in Accountancy from Bentley College and a Master of Law in Taxation from the University of Florida College of Law.  Gianluca also holds a Bachelor’s degree in Accounting, and he is a licensed attorney in Italy.Over to you Gianluca.
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AGENDA 

The Basics of Transfer Pricing 

Price Determination 

Transfer Pricing Questions to Ask Yourself 

Transfer Pricing Questions to Ask Your Preparer  

Additional Considerations 

Corporate Tax Risk Template 

Q&A 
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THE BASICS OF TRANSFER PRICING 

Why Transfer Pricing is important? 
Transfer Pricing affects the profits of a business subject to tax in a particular country. 

Tax authorities have become more aggressive in monitoring how taxpayers charge for 
intercompany services and sale of goods. 

Greater public scrutiny: Amazon, Google, Starbucks 

International efforts to attack tax planning (BEPS) 
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THE BASICS OF TRANSFER PRICING 

What is Transfer Pricing? 
Definition – Price at which an enterprise transfers (sells) physical goods, intangible 
property, provides services to an associated enterprise (related party) 

Associated Enterprises – One of the enterprises participates directly or indirectly in the 
management, control, or capital of the other (ex. Parent/Sub) or the same enterprises 
(brother sister companies) 

Arm’s length principle 

FAR (Assets, Assets, and Risks) analysis – base of comparability in Arm’s length principle 
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POLLING QUESTION #1 

Have you had a transfer pricing report prepared in the past? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you Gianluca, and now we have time for the first polling question in today’s broadcast.  We’ll go ahead and bring up the polling interface (wait 2 seconds): Have you had a transfer pricing report prepared in the past? Please use the voting panel to respond to this first polling question.  We will leave the poll open for approximately 10 seconds.  While the poll is open we have a question that has come in that I would like to ask Gianluca. Gianluca, an attendee asks: We have recently acquired a PAN. How do we go about retrieving the income withheld by our customer?NotesEd will close the poll after approximately 10 seconds while Gianluca is answering the question.  FEI should have two computers in the room, a second computer logged in as an attendee so you can be certain to see the polling results.  Phil will speak the poll results out loud to Gianluca, and Gianluca will comment for briefly. Ed will switch the presentation back to the slide deck and advance to the next slide as soon as Gianluca starts replying so he can then transition back to his talk track. Polling Checklist:Pre-Event ChecklistSelect Poll from PicklistLaunch PollRead the Poll question. Moment. �Warn will close the Poll in 5 seconds.  Close PollShare ResultsHIDE – Confirm that screen is being shared
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PRICE DETERMINATION 

TP Methodology for price determination 
CUP 

CP 

Resale 

Other methods 

Cost Plus – goods or services market costs plus mark-up 

Direct Revenue – Invoicing and collections in the local country. Revenue all subject to 
tax locally, minus deductions for fees paid to associated entity 
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PRICE DETERMINATION 

Commissionaire (EU countries) – local entity acting as reseller. Invoicing/collection in 
the local country. Fees % kept by commissionaire entity as revenue (guaranteed). 
Limited risks of PE for the principal. Customers only have recourse against the 
commissionaires 

Stripped distributors (US/Canada/UK) – customers have recourse not only to 
commissionaire but also to principal (Agency relationship) 
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POLLING QUESTION #2 

 

 

Under what kind of revenue model does your company operate? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you Gianluca, and now we have time for the second polling question in today’s broadcast.  We’ll go ahead and bring up the polling interface again (wait 2 seconds): Under what kind of revenue model does your company operate? Please use the voting panel to respond to this second polling question.  We will leave the poll open for approximately 10 seconds.  While the poll is open we have a question that has come in that I would like to ask Gianluca. Gianluca, an attendee asks: What Transfer Pricing methodology, if any, have you used in the past?NotesEd will close the poll after approximately 10 seconds while Katie is answering the question.  FEI should have two computers in the room, a second computer logged in as an attendee so you can be certain to see the polling results.  Phil will speak the poll results out loud to Gianluca, and Gianluca will comment for briefly. Ed will switch the presentation back to the slide deck and advance to the next slide as soon as Gianluca starts replying so he can then transition back to his talk track. POLLING QUESTION #2Under what kind of revenue model does your company operate?Cost PlusDirect RevenuePolling Checklist:Pre-Event ChecklistSelect Poll from PicklistLaunch PollRead the Poll question. Moment. �Warn will close the Poll in 5 seconds.  Close PollShare ResultsHIDE – Confirm that screen is being shared
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DOCUMENTATION – BASIC REQUIREMENTS 

Requirements vary by country, but in general: 

Intercompany service agreements 

• Sets out the terms of the services and ensures parties act within their remit 

Benchmarking studies 

• Used to identify appropriate comparables 

• Determine the appropriate mark-up % / margin 

Safe harbors 

WARNING: may only provide limited protection 
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DOCUMENTATION – INTERCOMPANY SERVICE 
AGREEMENTS (1) 

The contract between the two parties 

 

Key points to include: 
Parties to the agreement 

Pricing, payment terms and taxes 

Respective responsibilities and limits to authority 

Ownership of goods / IP 

Term and termination 
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DOCUMENTATION – INTERCOMPANY SERVICE 
AGREEMENTS (2) 

Contract terms, as well as price, should be ‘arm’s length’ – contract needs to replicate, 
as far as possible, normal commercial terms, entered into by unconnected parties 

 

Reduces risk of a taxable PE in the country through a dependent agent arrangement 

 

DOES NOT, on its own, mitigate risk of transfer pricing being challenged by tax 
authorities 

 

ISA is required documentation but not the only documentation 
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DOCUMENTATION – BENCHMARKING STUDIES 

Identifies comparable entities / products / services 
Detailed analysis of entities 
Identification of relevant transactions 
Consideration of: 

• Geographical boundaries 
• Regulatory environment 
• Functions / Assets / Risks 
• Pricing method: traditional transaction-based, or profit-based 

 
Manual process to decide which comparables are truly representative, then identify the 
appropriate profit / mark up % based on those 
 
Key document to support arm’s length pricing and meet documentation requirements 
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DOCUMENTATION – SAFE HARBORS 

Appropriate safe harbor varies by country, goods/service being provided, etc 

 

Few countries have official safe harbors or prescribed rates (Brazil) 

 

Often unofficial safe harbors exist: 
May reduce likelihood of being picked for an audit 

Are NOT a substitute for a full benchmarking study 
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DOCUMENTATION – TIMING 

Requirements vary by country, but in general: 

Need to have documentation up-to-date 

Some countries implement strict rules with regard to content and how regularly 
documentation needed to be kept updated  

May be tight time limits to provide documentation after commencement of an tax audit – 
better to have the documentation in place before it happens 
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TRANSFER PRICING: DID YOU KNOW? 

In 2006, reached a settlement agreement with Glaxo SmithKline Holdings (Americas) Inc. 
& Subsidiaries (“GSK”). At the time, it represented the largest tax dispute in IRS history. 
GSK paid the IRS approximately $3.4 billion as part of an agreement to resolve the parties' 
long-running transfer pricing dispute for the tax years 1989 through 2005. 
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TRANSFER PRICING QUESTIONS TO ASK YOURSELF 

What countries are involved? 

What will be the parent company of the newly established entity? 

What activities will be performed in country? 

Who will be employed or provide services for the newly established entity? 

What contracts will exist with the newly established entity? 

How will the newly formed entity be financed? 
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TRANSFER PRICING QUESTIONS TO ASK YOUR PREPARER 

If someone is preparing a transfer pricing study for your company, ask them: 
What mark-up do you use?  

What is my audit/assessment risk? 

When do I review my transfer pricing policy, ISA, TP Study, benchmarking? 
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WHERE RADIUS CLIENTS ARE NOW 

Many clients have ISAs, but coverage is inconsistent 

Many are a few years old 

Minority are supported by benchmarking agreements 

Many clients believe they are ‘too small’ to be of interest to the tax authorities – big 
mistake! 
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WHERE RADIUS CLIENTS ARE NOW 

Risk: 
Outdated or no documentation 

Insufficient support 

Clients may have outgrown or their business evolved away from current documentation 

Easy target for tax authorities 

 

Consequences: 
Penalties and interest for incorrect returns 

Penalties for no or insufficient documentation 

One-sided tax audit adjustments 
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POLLING QUESTION #3 

My role in my business’ Transfer Pricing process is:  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
POLLING QUESTION #2My role in my business’ Transfer Pricing process is: I’m a decision maker regarding transfer pricingHave influence in transfer pricing decisions Work regularly with transfer pricingDon’t work with transfer pricing but I’m interested in learning more about the topic Polling Checklist:Pre-Event ChecklistSelect Poll from PicklistLaunch PollRead the Poll question. Moment. �Warn will close the Poll in 5 seconds.  Close PollShare ResultsHIDE – Confirm that screen is being shared
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Visit us at: www.radiusworldwide.com 

Email: gianluca.queiroli@radiusww.com 

The information contained herein is subject to change, and is not intended as and should not be used as a substitute for taking professional advice. We do not provide any representation or warranty (express or implied) as to the accuracy 
or completeness of the information contained herein, and to the extent permitted by law, Radius, Inc. does not accept or assume any liability from the use of this bulletin. Any tax advice contained herein (including in any attachments and 
enclosures) is not intended to and should not be construed as an opinion.  No one should act, or refrain to act, in reliance on the information contained in this bulletin without seeking professional advice after a thorough examination of the 
particular situation.  If you have any questions about this information, please contact your usual Radius representative or email advisorycontent@radiusww.com 

 

QUESTIONS 

GIANLUCA QUEIROLI 
Director, Advisory Services, Radius 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[After Gianluca concludes …]  [Phil]:  Thank you Gianluca , now we have some time for attendee questions.  Several questions have come in during the broadcast, Gianluca an attendee asks: Proceed through canned questions below: Questions: [Phil will read questions out loud …]What are the most common areas of TP scrutinized by tax authorities?AFTER Q&A Process: [Phil]And with that we will bring the broadcast to a conclusion.  Thank you all again very much for attending the Webinar today.  As a reminder we will be sending you an email within 24 hours with a link to view the recording of this broadcast online.  To remind the audience Radius is a leader in international business software and services. Radius can help your company set up and manage ongoing local accounting, payroll, tax, and legal & administrative services, providing you with accuracy, control, and peace of mind. We encourage you to visit www.radiusworldwide.com.  Whether you require integrated accounting, payroll, and compliance services, or just need help managing local compliance in conjunction with your own accounting, Radius has a solution that fits your needs. As part of Radius’ integrated OverseasConnect® platform, Global Compliance calendars and documents for all your country operations are accessible to your team 24/7, freeing up resources to focus on driving your business.Thank you for your time, goodbye.
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WANT TO ACCELERATE THE PROCESS? 

We offer international accounting, finance, banking, tax, HR, legal and 
compliance services, as well as a cloud–based software platform.  

VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT WWW.RADIUSWORLDWIDE.COM OR CALL US AT +1 888.881.6576. 

RADIUS HELPS BUSINESSES MOVE INTO NEW MARKETS, MANAGE 
OVERSEAS OPERATIONS OR OUTSOURCE ENTIRE GLOBAL 

ACCOUNTING AND ADMINISTRATION FUNCTIONS.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And with that we will bring the broadcast to a conclusion. Thank you all again very much for attending the Webinar today. As a reminder we will be sending you an email within 24 hours with a link to view the recording of this broadcast online. Also, if we didn’t get to your question we will follow up with you directly via email. To remind the audience Radius is a leader in international business software and services. Radius can help your company set up and manage ongoing local accounting, payroll, tax, and legal & administrative services, providing you with accuracy, control, and peace of mind. We encourage you to visit www.radiusworldwide.com. Whether you require integrated accounting, payroll, and compliance services, or just need help managing local compliance in conjunction with your own accounting, Radius has a solution that fits your needs. As part of Radius’ integrated OverseasConnect® platform, Global Compliance calendars and documents for all your country operations are accessible to your team 24/7, freeing up resources to focus on driving your business.Thank you for your time, goodbye.
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